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the first lod for the airport is one of the smallest of the whole airport since it has just one runway.
this runway, however, is located at a short distance from the passenger terminal and also from the
corporate facilities (not accessible in this version) situated in italy, the city of bergamo is located

inside a mountain valley and is surrounded by the alps. bergamo is the third-largest city in lombardy
and the capital of the region of lombardy. it is the only city within the province of bergamo to have
an international airport and the only one to be served by both flights into italy and out of italy, the
runway can be used for operations of all sizes and types of aircraft. it is the gateway to the central

italian alps and the two-runway airport has already played an important role in the region for
decades. the same held true for many years in the past and is now destined to continue to do so due
to the increased activity of the private and business aviation market. bergamo is an ancient city and
an important ecclesiastical center. the city was home to the famous monastery of saints vittore and
isidoro, founded by constantine the great. it is one of the most important intellectual and religious
centers of the medieval italian and later venetian-carolingian states. given its importance, the city

has always been a major christian pilgrimage site since the 7th century. it is a predominantly middle-
class, student-oriented city and was heavily affected by world war ii due to its proximity to the

industrial and military city of milan. the city of bergamo is home to numerous churches, palaces and
monasteries, and is mostly notable for the city centre’s pedestrian area, called corso italia. it has

been the topic of dozens of art and architectural masterpieces. it is also home to over 200 art
galleries, including the ercole ferrata and the galleria bergamaschi.
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bergamo is an area in the central italian region of lombardy, lying on the
southern border of italy with switzerland, the northern part of the province

of milan, and the border with the regions of trentino-alto adige/südtirol
and veneto. it is the third most populated city in italy, after milan and
rome and also ranks third with respect to its historical importance as a
region capital. according to the istat (national institute of statistics), the

city's population was 408,988 in 2017, whereas in the 2001 census it was
370,376. an update to the source filmmaker story map. this is a list of
changes with links to the original pages for context. it is still work in

progress. the list will be updated when changes are made, so check back
often! you will receive a confirmation email for your purchase, and it will
contain a download link to the airport. once you receive the confirmation

email, please download the airport to your desktop and follow the
instructions in the email for installation of the airport. ladies and

gentlemen.. we are very happy to announce that we will release the
bergamo scenery in the next days (february 25th)! this is the first scenery
we release in this capacity in our history. we have worked hard for 6 years

to reach this moment and are so proud to be able to display it to all the
community!so, what's this amazing scenery?1 - unparalleled

compatibility: we have designed this scenery with the utmost care in
order to guarantee that it's perfectly replicable in any of the versions of

mfs, fsx and prepar3d (even in the hybrid versions of prepar3d, if
available). 2 - simpler design: we have made a design that has less

objects than many others and this is probably the first scenery that is
easier to install in any of the mfs, fsx and prepar3d versions. 3 - complete

data: the scenery contains all the information related to the airport,
aircrafts and people; weather for each day that you visit the airport,

including flags and hues, all the civil and military airfields. 4 - genuine
military artefacts: in order to guarantee that this scenery is free from any
fictional and fictive data, most of the extra features we have added are
related to the italian air force and the military facilities of the airport.5 -

simpler os version: we have chosen to use the newest and most
frequently used os version (win 10, win 10.1 and mac os 10.12.4) to be

able to guarantee that our scenery will work perfectly on all the
computers without any problems. 5ec8ef588b
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